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VMR President Ken Gibbs presents the raffle 
prize to Amanda Peck, who collected the prize on 

behalf of her father, who is interstate.

President Ken accepts a donation from John 
Stanfield of the Rotary Club of Ashmore.

Visitors from Auckland Coast Guard Volunteers 
inspect VMR Southport Base.

L to R: Jo Hansen (Master), VMR Ken Gibbs and 
Barry Norgrove (Senior Master)

Marine Rescue 2 and Crew pump out a sinking 
vessel on the Broadwater.

VMR Rescue Crew forced to standby 
and watch the trawler burn.
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support our supporters

President’s 
Report President Ken Gibbs

Hi Folks,

It hardly seems like 12 months since I took over the role of President of this great 
organisation. 

 
 By the time you read this I would have vacated the chair and a new President would be 
in the driving seat. Unfortunately due to my work commitments and with great sadness I decided 
to stand down from the role.  Should my circumstances change in the future I would certainly give 
it another ‘crack’ as I found the role to be very challenging as well as rewarding but very time 
consuming.
 I would like to thank my Management Team for the effort they have collectively put in 
over the past year as well as all those who have volunteered their efforts to keep this organisation 
up and running. I believe this has been a year of consolidation and looking towards the future by 
ensuring that we are prepared for some major upcoming challenges. I believe I step down from the 
chair leaving the organisation in the best financial position it has ever been in. We also now have 
over 3300 signed up members in the organisation – quite an achievement!
 A lot of the work carried out by  this year’s Management Team has been unseen such 
as the installation of the new data base to control  and automate  the majority of our financial and 
statistical information to ease the burden on those volunteers that work so hard in these areas. This 
is not to say that we can now rest on our laurels as we have already given approval to complete 
some additional work to ensure we have a system of continual improvement and this should be 
ongoing for years to come. I would like to thank the Past President Steve Modra for his efforts in 
putting this computer programme together, whilst we are paying Steve, I know we are getting a 
personalised service that is above and beyond that we would get from any other company. I am 
proud to say that we are the envy of other rescue organisations throughout the state.
  We are also a long way down the track in regards to the replacement of our condemned 
radio tower at the Base which has been a task in itself. We have had to contend with the 
Broadwater Marine Project or proposed cruise ship terminal which has stymied development 
works throughout the Broadwater area.
 Due to ongoing problems with our primary rescue vessel, Marine Rescue 1 we decided 
to ‘bite the bullet’ and have it refurbished midterm at a cost of around $10,000. This  enabled  us to 
extend its life a further 1-2 years. This has enabled us to give approval to purchase another vessel 
with an allocation of $150,000 which will be a little more versatile than our present Marine Rescue 
3. This enhanced capability will ensure our ability to service our ever increasing membership and 
extend our Search and Rescue services.
 In closing  I would like to thank all those who throughout the year have helped me 
whether it be giving advice, providing feedback or just carrying out tasks, you have made my 
experience at the helm much more pleasurable and one to remember.
  I wish the incoming Management Team all the best for the future.

 Keep safe
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PRESIDENT
2012 - 2013
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A Broadwater Sunrise
Photo: Kate O’Shea

The Broadwater Patrol
Photo: Maria Bonnett



One of the greatest rewards of being Operational Controller at 
VMR Southport is seeing the recognition given to our hard 

working volunteers.  This past years has certainly been a highlight, 
both for myself and for a handful of other members.  
 The crowning achievement for the organisation was that 
achieved by Senior Skipper and Life Member, Greg Turner, who 
was awarded an Emergency Services Medal as part of the Queen’s 
Birthday Honours List.  Greg’s knowledge, experience and ability in 
marine rescue is invaluable and his ambitions in wanting to expand his 
knowledge and ability to other members is also invaluable.  
 Several other members have been recognised 
in other government circles for their efforts and these are 
tremendously deserving.  VMR Southport is extremely 
proud of you.  
 I was bestowed the honour this year of receiving 
Life Membership of the organisation, an honour which I 
will forever hold dear and an honour which I dedicate to all 
the members who have helped make VMR Southport what 
it is today.

 Operationally, VMR Southport’s vessels and 
equipment have given little or no problem over the 
period.  It had been intended to initiate plans to replace 
MARINE RESCUE 1 and MARINE RESCUE 3 during 
the year, however, these have been purposely delayed 
due to the current vessels exceptional performances, 
allowing us to do so.  MARINE RESCUE 1 was returned 
to the manufacturers, Noosa Cat, in February for some 
performance issues, that once modified have made vessel 
performance much better.  MARINE RESCUE 2 has 
recently had new Evinrude engines installed and neither 
vessel nor engines have given any problems of note. 
MARINE RESCUE 3 is beginning to tire in appearance but 
shines in performance and adequately fulfils its role.  
 Substantial funding has been allocated to replace 
our rapidly deteriorating radio tower.  To date, this 
has been a very intense planning operation and at 
time of writing, basically all that is left to do is for the 
new tower to be constructed.  Planning, government 
approvals and leasing issues have unfortunately 
delayed this project.  Hopefully by Christmas 2013 
all will be completed.
 Recruitment of volunteers has again proved 
challenging, however, a different approach in the 
second half of the year has been very beneficial 
and Crew numbers are at very good levels.  Radio 
Operator numbers are also benefiting.  However, 
maintaining numbers is an ongoing challenge.  All 
Crew and Radio Operator training opportunities have 
been met with enthusiasm and I congratulate those 
who have progressed in ranking over the year.  As I have previously 
said, the opportunity and support will always be there for any member 
wanting to move forward.
 I am again happy to report no significant or major injuries to 
any of our Active members, nor any major damage to equipment, which 
is exceptionally pleasing.
 I continue to enjoy being Operations Controller and if re-
elected will continue to give my all to this fantastic organisation.
 In breaking the trend of recent years, activations have 
increased over the past 12 months.  This has been noticed, especially 
with midweek activations now averaging one a day, previously at 2-3 

per week.  Once again, broken down vessels account for the majority of 
our activations.  Queensland Ambulance Service requests for assistance 
have been less than usual, however, requests for assistance from the 
Queensland Water Police have remained steady.  VMR Southport have 
assisted in several search and rescue activations, with both positive and 
negative outcomes over the period.
 The squadron was activated a record 25 times in one 24 hour 
period on New Years Eve/New Years Day, which demanded an awesome 
effort by the rostered crews.

       

ANNUAL REPORT 2013  
Operationswith Glenn Norris

OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

Another 12 months have passed and another successful result has been achieved.

Month Assists Training
Fuel Purchased 

(litre)

July 2012  63 53 3 127

August 2012 52 60 3 842

September 2012 76 56 4 100

October 2012 68 54 3 078

November 2012 60 58 3 493

December 2012 107 52 5 103

January 2013 114 42 4 152

February 2013 41 48 2 233

March 2013 83 79 5 027

April 2013 52 66 4 216

May 2013 64 49 3 675

June 2013 38 61 3 893

TOTAL 818 678 45 939

Monthly Average 68 56 3 828

ACTIVATION STATISTICTS

Fuel usage by VMR Southport vessels has remained average.  However, 
the cost of fuel continues to soar, presenting the organisation with 
greater challenges in re-imbursing costs.
It is again noticed that an increasing number of vessels are requesting 
assistance when “out of fuel”, which is simply a result of boat owners 
not getting as much product for money normally spent.

Safe boating.

Glenn Norris
OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

VESSEL
Engine

Capacity
Engine
Hours

Fuel Used
Litres

Fuel Average 
(L/PH)

Marine Rescue 
1

2 x 300 hp 
Evinrude 2stroke 
(Dec-June)

445 16 659 37.4

Marine Rescue 
2

2 x 250 hp
Evinrude 2stroke

936 23 869 25.5

Marine Rescue 
3

1 x 175 hp
Suzuki 4stroke

625 5 411 8.65

ENGINE STATISTICS
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For ‘big critter’ action, the South East Wall Dive Area (4) and Nor th-
East Wall Dive area (5) have more tur tles, big pelagic fish and rays. 

 Sea conditions ver y much dictate any diving here, but when it is 
calm there is a hive of activity on the walls towards the entrance. This is an 
area restricted to experienced divers.
 South East Wall Dive Area (4) may be accessed from the shore, 
but it is more sensible to enter from a boat. A plan is in progress to make 
several access points along the wall, but at this stage, a beach entry or 
clambering down the rocks are the only land-based options. Visibility 
here is generally the clearest in the seaway and lots of surgeonfish and 
other schooling fish are observed towards the entrance. The rocks are 
larger towards the entrance, producing ideal habitat for resting turtles and 
wobbegongs. The entrance on this side is only 10-12m deep, so has less 
fish activity than on the nor thern side of the seaway. The beach side of the 
South Wall is ver y rarely dived as it is shallow and the surf activity reduces 
visibility. So, there is less marine life to be experienced on this side.
 Nor th-East Wall Dive Area (5) reaches a depth of about 10m 
on the nor thern side of the tip but on the southern side drops to 20m. 
This location has the most pelagic fish activity and the cleaning stations 
host huge Bull Rays and Eagle Rays. Pickhandle Barracuda, Mangrove 
Jack and Mulloway are regularly obser ved and seasonally large numbers 
of Queensland Gropers are encountered. Luderick gather here in their 

thousands at spawning time. Visibility is generally less at the wall on this 
side of the seaway.
  If you are not a seasoned advanced level diver it is not advisable 
to dive at the entrance on this side of the seaway unless the sea conditions 
are ver y calm. If you can’t handle strong currents, variable visibility and 
deep diving this is not for you. Boat access is recommended as shore 
diving is logistically difficult.
 Outside the entrance is a special area: a stop-over for many 
pelagic species, most notably the rays. Annually, schools of more than 400 
Cownose Rays gather at the entrance to the seaway on their trek nor th and 
at a similar time, the Reticulate Rays and giant Whitespotted Guitarfish 
gather in large numbers. 
 Young Bull Sharks are regularly obser ved (in this area outside the 
nor th wall) but not transiting through the seaway.
 So there you have it – the Gold Coast Seaway caters for entr y 
level through to extreme diving and provides easy access to arguably the 
most diverse fish life in any Australian city and the only relatively safe year-
round mainland shore diving in Queensland.
 Local knowledge is impor tant and daily dive tours are available 
from several local dive shops. For more information and images on this 
dive site visit www.divingthegoldcoast.com.au

 Gold Coast Seaway

Premier Inshore 
Dive Sites

with Ian Banks
South East Wall 4 and North east Wall 5 dive areas.
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TK Elkes
with Helen Stanfield

THE STORY   BEHIND THE NAME
The legacy that is the Elkes Family

Ted and Eunice Elkes with their children John and Julie were 
almost the heart and soul of this organisation for over 40 

years. Both Ted and John were always in some way involved in the 
operations of the vessels, with Eunice always making sure all the boys 
had food in their belly, dry clothes to change into, or offer a place to 
spend the night.
 Ted was often seen in the local papers bringing  Air Sea Rescue 
and what this group did to the attention of the public.  Ted worked tirelessly 
for this organisation coming up with ideas on how to raise money to keep 
the orgasisation afloat.  As the club’s boat master, Ted was able to make 
the vessel do almost anything in any situation.  
  His son John inherited the same panache with the 
handling of the boats, and took over the operational side of the group after 
his father. Some of the most memorable rescues were a result of John’s 
ability behind the wheel of a boat.
   Eunice continued to look after 

the boys by starting the Ladies Committee.  
This small group of women and their 
husbands’ were involved in Air Sea Rescue 
in one way or another. The committee’s 
core mandate was to raise money for vital 
equipment.
  Julie joined up as soon as she 
was old enough, and like her family before 
her, turned her hand at any task that was 
required.  Like a lot of women, she excelled 
at holding onto the money and partying 
hard.  Julie held just about every position 
within the organisation.
  
  
  
  
  
        
  
  
  

After the sudden death of then President Ted 
Elkes in late 1982, the organsiation took 
delivery of 5.5m centre console and named 
it in his honour. John worked tirelessly over 
the years, at times spending more time at Air 
Sea Rescue than at home.    
  By 1989 this boat was replaced 
with a second 5.5m centre console Haines 
Hunter and christened “TK Elkes 2”.  
  In 1987 our new facility was 
opened beside SeaWorld in typical Air Sea 
Rescue fashion.  A tropical low was sitting 
off the coast.  It was pouring rain with 5m 
swells off shore and 45 knot winds during 
our grand opening.  To this day, there has not 
been a function at this base where Mother 
Nature has not slapped us in the face in one 
way or another.
  It was through the efforts of 
the late John Kumm, John Stanfield, Peter 
Quirk and the local government minister 
that brought this facility into reality.
  The honorable RJ Hinze M.L.A. 
minister for Main Roads, Local Government 
& Racing (at the time) officially opened 
the base.  From there, “THE TED ELKES 
RESCUE CENTRE” was born. 25 years 

later it became “THE ELKES FAMILY RESCUE CENTRE”.
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John Elkes

Ted Elkes

Eunice Elkes

Julie Elkes

The Elkes Family Rescue Centre

The Elkes Family Rescue Centre

R: The John Elkes Beacon



The Red-capped Plover gets 10/10 on the cute scale. 
 

 They are about sparrow size and very handsome in appearance. 
Males have a bright red cap on their head. The cap on the female is 
lighter in colour. Because they are a resident Australian bird they may be 
seen during all months of the year. 
 The small plovers in Australia include the Red-capped Plover, 
Hooded Plover, Double-banded Plover, Sand Plover, Black-fronted 
Dotterel, Red-kneed Dotterel and Inland Dotterel. All except the Inland 
Dotterel are found near water. They feed mainly on insects, worms, 
invertebrates and crustaceans. 
 One characteristic of plovers is that they have three forward 
pointing toes but no hind toe.
 Red-capped Plovers were once widespread on all our sandy 
beaches and inlets but now they are only found in areas where there is a 
low level of human impact and where cats and dogs are not a threat. The 
Gold Coast Broadwater sandbanks and the beaches of South Stradbroke 
Island have a good population of them.
 They are quite likely to turn up on any sandy bank near where 
you fish or dig bait. Sudden movements alarm them but with quiet steady 
movements it possible to get quite close to them so you may observe 
them. Please avoid putting these birds to flight. 
 Plovers hunt by sight and use a run and catch method to net 
their prey. They will stand still for a moment and then take off like the 
classic road runner in pursuit of their quarry. When they are not feeding 
they form small social parties.
 They are also the friendliest bird on the flat so if another small 
bird such as a Red-necked Stint flies in from Siberia or a Double-banded 
Plover arrives from New Zealand they do their best to make them feel 
welcome.
 Their favourite nesting site is in the debris washed up by high 
tides and this makes their eggs vulnerable to destruction.  It is very easy 
to walk through this tangle of seaweed and sticks and crush their eggs. 
If predators are nearby they attempt to lure the intruder away form their 
young by performing a broken wing act.
 These little birds have poor success in breeding in developed 
areas. Cats, dogs and foxes take care of the hatchlings and people 
walking along the beach sometimes step on their eggs. Where a marine 
environment is degraded, sea gulls are usually present in high numbers, 
so they are another enemy. However in the areas which are bird friendly 
and human unfriendly they are doing OK.

Red-capped Plover with Bob Westerman

Double-banded Plover

Red-capped Plover

Red-capped Plover and Red-necked Stint
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by Sen. Sgt.
Lucas Young
Officer in Charge
Gold Coast Water Police

The crossing of bars by recreational vessels 
has proven to be a high risk activity which 

can potentially result in capsizing of vessels and 
subsequent loss of life in treacherous conditions.
 In recent months a number of vessels 
have been broached and capsized on bars from 
Currumbin Creek in the South to the Jumpinpin 
Bar in the North.  Fortunately none of these 
incidents have resulted in a fatality; however, 
significant injuries, use of resources and loss of 
property have caused those involved to realise 
the potential tragic outcomes of crossing bars.
 It is important for masters of vessels 
to understand the dangers involved in bar 
crossings, particularly the capabilities of their 
vessel and their own abilities in order to avoid 
this type of incident.
 Every attempted bar crossing should 
be undertaken by conducting a full risk 
assessment prior to the attempt, conditions can 
change quickly with tide and weather having a 
significant impact on the nature and character 
of the bar.  If unsure of the conditions and your 
ability to successfully negotiate the crossing, 
abort the attempt.  Keep in mind that you may be 
returning when the conditions have significantly 
changed.  
 All masters have a general safety 
obligation under legislation to operate their 

vessel in a safe manner; this includes operating 
the vessel in conditions suitable to both the 
vessels and masters capabilities.  Due to the 
nature of bars, the geography can change 
significantly over short periods of time, 
electronic navigation equipment should not be 
relied upon for safe navigation of bars. 
 Recent incidents have also highlighted 
the importance of providing a passage plan to 
emergency contacts.  This will facilitate a rapid 
Search and Rescue response by water police in 
the case of an emergency being identified.  It 
is critical that Water Police are able to access 
information that relates to time and location of 
departure, intended destination, communication 
tools (radio/mobile phone etc), and estimated 
time of return.  These details will assist with 
the rapid deployment of resources to provide 
assistance in the case of an emergency.  This 
information can be provided to a community 
service, such as the Gold Coast Seaway Tower, 
or at least to family or friends.
 In Queensland when crossing a 
designated bar in an open boat under 4.8 metres 
in length, it compulsory to wear a life jacket.  
It is recommended, however, that all vessel 
occupants wear life jackets while negotiating a 
bar crossing, regardless of the size of the vessel.

Bar Crossing 
Safety

Gold Coast Water Police are the responsible authority 
in the South Eastern Region for the coordination and 
response to all Search and Rescue incidents that 
occur within the area of responsibility.

REMEMBER “it is not a life saver if you’re not wearing it”
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Next course starts
5th October, 2013

Full details are available 
from the Base

Recent examinations have resulted in a 
number of new Members obtaining their 

Marine Radio Operator’s 
Certificate of Proficiency

Congratulations to:

MROCP 
EXAMINATION  RESULTS

ACTIVE  MEMBER 
PROMOTIONS

Active Members who have 
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:
RADIO OPERATOR

Don LEVY

OFF-SHORE SKIPPER
Jacob RUDGE

Tim HUTCHINSON

SOME STATS
ACTIVATIONS APRIL

2013
MAY
2013

JUNE
2013

Towed Vessels 27 24 23

Jump Starts 5 4 2

Pump Outs 5

Transporting 6

Fire 1 1

Standby 2

Medical 1 1

Searches 6

Dispersal of Ashes 1

Public Relations 5 12 6

Crew Training 166 49 61

Groundings 3 6 4

Other 5 2 2

TOTALS 218 113 99

Terry ALLISON
Mark BEVERIDGE
Kim DAVID
Amit DOVRAT 
Grant DUNN
Elizabeth FORD
Stefan GARTEA 
Vivian IRWIN
Rachael KEILEY
Dean LURMAN
Craig MALONEY

Neil MATTHEWS 
Christopher 
MIERS
Theresa 
MORGAN
Adrian 
PENNINGTON
Sarah RACE
Rodger SMITH
Matthew SPENCE
Sandra WILLIS



NOTABLE JOBS
with Glenn Norris

 VMR Southport was recently called upon to assist a couple 
whose vessel had been broken down near Tipplers.  Apparently the man 
had turned the key to start the engine when he heard a large bang and 
noticed oil dripping from under the cowling of his outboard motor.  The 
gent had recently bought the brand new boat/motor package from a local 
dealer, was only on his second trip in the vessel and the engine had had 
7 hours of use.  The owner was not impressed.  VMR towed the vessel to 
Paradise Point.

 A man called VMR recently asking for assistance with his 
vessel. When asked his location, he advised “the boatramp beside 
VMR”;  when asked his problem he advised “big”;  when asked to 
clarify what “big” meant, he advised the Radio Operator to look out of 
the VMR Radio Room window. The unfortunate boatie had not properly 
secured his vessel when retrieving it from the water and there now lay 
his vessel on the boatramp some 10 metres from the water. With the help 
of the VMR Crew and some members of the public, the man was able to 
place his vessel onto his trailer and ensured it was securely fastened this 
time.

 A crew recently assisted a vessel east of the Seaway with 
battery problems.  The vessel was successfully jump started and returned 
to the boatramp. The following day the owner of the vessel, along with 
his wife, visited VMR to show their appreciation for the assistance 
given. They presented a large canvas print of Migaloo, the white whale, 
photographed breaching out of the water with the Gold Coast skyline 
as a backdrop.  This photo’s detail is almost perfect and was taken last 
year on Migaloo’s journey south.  It has attracted favourable comment 
from many visitors to the VMR Southport Crew Room and is most 
appreciated by VMR Active members.

 A recently retired gentleman contacted VMR expressing his 
interest in becoming a Radio Operator.  As is the procedure, he was 
contacted by the recruitment officer and asked to come in to the Elkes 
Family Rescue Base for an introductory chat on how things work within 
VMR.  One of the common questions asked of interested people is “what 
made you inquire about joining VMR?”  The man’s answer was simple, 
“because, as a regular boatie on the Broadwater, I have seen in action 
and heard on the radio the professionalism and dedications of your 
volunteers and I want to be part of that.”  The man is now in training to 
become a Radio Operator. 

 VMR Southport often receives calls to retrieve jet skis 
which have broken down or been swamped on the ocean side of South 
Stradbroke Island.  VMR has a policy of not retrieving jetskis from the 
beach unless the rider can swim the vessel out past the breaking waves, 
or in turn, be towed out by another jetski.  Obviously, VMR will not take 
the risk of entering the wave zone and risk vessel damage when a jetski 
and its rider are safely on the beach.

 A man rang recently requesting requesting assistance for his 
out of fuel jetski which was on the beach 2km north of the Seaway.  
When explained the above policy, the man arrogantly stated that he 
didn’t care how we operated, he wanted his his jetski back to the 
boatramp as he had to go to work.  At this point of time we are still not 
sure if the man is still waiting for assistance!
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Below the surface of shallow coastal waters, small meadows of 
seagrass emerge from a sandy bottom creating a ‘lawn of the 

sea’.  
 The Gold Coast is home to several types of seagrass and they 
play a fundamental role in the ecology of the coastal zone.
 Firstly, what is seagrass and is seagrass really a grass?
Surprise, surprise, seagrass is not technically a grass as it is the term 
used to describe a number of unique flowering plants that live under the 
sea and appear to look like grass. Interestingly, seagrass are the only 
underwater flowering plants to carry out their entire lifecycle within the 
water column.
 Generally, seagrass have leaf blades that extend from stems 
and sway gracefully with ocean currents, anchored by roots and rhi-
zomes to the sand. As leaves are packed with chlorophyll, they are green 
in colour and an important provider of oxygen to underwater ecosys-
tems. A cuticle around each individual leaf acts as a protective mem-
brane that is thin enough to allow gas-exchange and nutrient absorption. 
 Unlike terrestrial flowering plants, seagrass can’t rely on 
insects and birds for pollination. Instead, they have several hydrophilic 
(water loving) strategies for pollination.

Where can you find seagrass?
 Seagrass has adapted to living in the dynamic coastal zone and 
can rapidly colonise areas, for instance, the Broadwater where there are 
shallow marine habitats with low wave energy. In fact, seagrass currently 
covers 22 per cent of this estuary.
 Habitat values of particular seagrass beds can change as the 
seafloor responds to coastal processes such as longshore drift, and the 
usual erosion and accretion caused by variations in wave erosivity (like 
during storm events). 

Common seagrass species found on the Gold Coast:
 Cymodocea (Cymodocea serrulata) has a soft ribbon-like leaf 
blade. It can be found in the upper subtidal zone and thrives in salty 
environments. This is also a favourite of dugongs and sea turtles.
 Needle seagrass (Syringodium isoetifolium) can grow in thick 
patches and the cylindrical leaf blades can range from 10–30cm. Needle 
seagrass responds rapidly to fluctuations in nutrient levels and is an 
important food source for dugongs and turtles.
 Halodule (Halodule uninervis) is mostly found in subtidal 
zones as deep as 10m and is an efficient seabed stabiliser and sediment 
accumulator. Leaf blade width is being broader (3.5cm) in muddy zones 
and narrower (1cm) in more sandy, exposed areas.
 Dugong grass (Halophila ovalis) is distinct for the oval-like 
leaves, they can range from 1–4mm in length. Dugong grass has visual 

cross veins, no hairs on the leaf surface and can tolerate unstable envi-
ronments where sediments are continually being deposited. This seagrass 
species is also a preferred food source for dugongs.
 Zostera (Zostera capricorni) found in intertidal and subtidal 
areas, with leaves ranging in size from 3–50mm in length. Zostera have 
distinctly visible cross-veins in the flat ribbon-like leaves and a rounded 
leaf tip.
 Spinulosa (Halophila spinulosa) has a fern-like leaf structure 
with 5–20 serrated leaf pairs, typically subtidal to depths up to 44m.
Looking after our seagrass:
 As there has been a comprehensive seagrass mapping survey 
conducted within the Broadwater, this information is critical to help 
direct sustainable management strategies for endangered marine turtles 
and dugongs, and develop on-the ground solutions to enhance this vital 
ecosystem.

Seagrass monitoring: 
 SeagrassWatch, a global community-based monitoring 
program actively collects data that is collated into a real-world science 
database. SeagrassWatch is just one way you can help coastal managers 
and marine biologists better understand this complex environment. On 
a local scale, the Griffith Centre for Coastal Management is currently 
undertaking a five-year research monitoring project to investigate eco-
system relationships of the seagrass meadows near Salacia Waters. 

Hazards to seagrass:
 • Pollution, oil and metal contamination
 • Muddy or murky water and sedimentation
 • Unsustainable fishing and boating activities
 • Rising sea levels under climate change

Innovations to protect seagrass meadows:
 As seagrass meadows contribute to the overall health of the 
Broadwater, it is vital to practice sustainable fishing and boating activi-
ties. A passionate fisher and boatie realised this and founded the seagrass 
friendly mooring that has been awarded, trialled and tested. The innova-
tive approach allows for a mooring post to be embedded via an anchor 
point, which a shock absorber swivel head keeps a hawser rope that is 
attached to a surface bouy above the seagrass. The result reduces direct 
impact on seagrass meadows and keeps vessels in place and away from 
the bank. 

For more information, please visit the following links:
 • seagrasswatch.org
 • griffith.edu.au/coastal-management 
 • seagrassmooring.com.au

Zostera sp (Olaf Meynecke)

Seagrass meadows from the air (GCCC)

with Naomi Edwards

Lawn of the Sea
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Nathan PB 56cm

with Bruce, Nathan and Tammy Andersen

Winter fishing on the Broadwater is normally a little slow and 
with the weather we have been having if you can fish during 

the week then you will have been getting the best slice of the better 
conditions. Us weekend guys are certainly in the lap of the gods.
 Anyway Nathan & I have been out and doing very well. We 
changed our tactics and decided to give the finicky Bream a run for their 
money and we had a few successful trips.
 On one occasion we hit a purple patch and could do no wrong. 
Bream love structure and we came upon an area covered in such, which 
we have tried before but not with too much success. However not this 
afternoon; high tide was about 4pm so we got there about an hour before 
to be able to fish the top and also the start of the run out. 
 Well we were in the right place at the right time. We caught at 
least 30 fish including Bream, Moses Perch and Flathead. Nathan was 
using a 1/12gm jig head and a 50mm gulp Minnow in Sardine colour 
and I was using the same size jig head with a 2 inch Shrimp in white. 
We were fishing light which is the best way to catch these species. With 
every cast we were getting a fish.  
 There were many highlights in this session but certainly 2 
come to mind. The first one was as we were coming to the end of our 
drift Nathan flicked into an eddy right at a corner which was caused by 
the tide. His plastic landed, he waited till the lure hit the bottom, gave 
it a little lift and the minnow got smashed. The 4 lb braid screamed off 
the reel and we had to get whatever it was away from the structure so as 
not to loose it, we used the electric motor to do this and finally after 10 
minutes of a dogfight with the fish, he landed his first Mangrove Jack 
a PB of 56cm.The excitement on the boat was electric. We were both 
stoked at this magnificent fish lying on the deck. After a few photos she 
was released to live. Maybe we can her catch again another day.

 

The smile on Nathan was ear to ear as this is what we call a Trophy fish. 
See the photo of his capture.
 The other highlight was for me; once we came down to earth 
we went back up to start our drift again. No sooner had I cast than I got 
smashed and after a good fight we landed a 36cm Bream my PB.
We took photos and then let her loose as well.
 People often ask why we do not keep the fish we catch; to us 
this is a sport and what we return we hope to catch another day. We do 
like to eat fish and are happy to buy it from our local fish shop provided 
as far as we know the fish we purchase were harvested sustainably.
What a great afternoon it was and we went home with smiles on our 
faces.
 Our next trip out, we went to the same spot with the same tides 
but it was nothing like last time.
 It is now coming into Flathead season and the fish are become 
a bit more prevalent with a couple of good sizes coming with one just in 
the last week of 90cm. There are plenty of us now doing prefishing for 
the upcoming Flathead Classic in early October. It is the highlight of the 
year for us in the Gold Coast Sportsfishing Club. If you are keen to find 
out about this, go to the website and have a look.
 Flathead love sitting on the side of banks, waiting for the 
baitfish to come off and get ambushed by these predators. Always try a 
few different colours when using plastics as sometimes in certain areas 
the fish will prefer certain colours. If you find an area and a colour that 
works then put it in your arsenal for next time. 
 So far our prefish has got us a few in the high Fifties but 
mainly around the 40cm plus size is most common.

 
Bruce PB 36cm

Angler Antics part 12
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Bull Shark

As a VMR Skipper and in my work as a boat licence trainer on 
the Gold Coast waterways I often get asked questions about   

sharks. 
  Are there Bull sharks in the Broadwater? 
  How far up the canals do they get?
  Are they dangerous? Is it safe to swim in the canals?
  Are the land locked lakes safer?
  How can people waterski in shark infested waters? 
  And so on and so on.

In view of all of this concern, I decided to put a few thoughts on paper.

 The answer to the first question is easy. Yes, there are sharks 
in the Broadwater and in the canals. The sight of a metre long bull shark 
leaping out of the water is spectacular. When we are out on the water we 
quite often see it. The three fins show nicely as they spin on their axis. 
To be honest, though, the sight of a stingray jumping almost a metre 
from the water is more impressive. Bull sharks tail walking take the 
cake, but this sight is rarely seen. Fins cutting through the water are also 
rare.
 We regularly see them in the Broadwater, and I have seen 
bull sharks on the Nerang side of Ross Street bridge. They are certainly 
spread throughout the Gold Coast. Experts tell us that there are a lot of 
them. 
 Experts also tell us that they grow up in our enclosed waters, 
but once they get to about 1.5metres they head out to the open sea. I 
have never seen a large shark in the Broadwater, but I believe they are 
often sighted in the Seaway.
 So how dangerous would you think a 1.5metre shark would 
be? We are much bigger. We usually make a lot of noise and disturb 
the water quite a bit. A normal shark is unlikely to hang around a big 
fish like you or me that is making a lot of noise. It is a fair bet that a 
normal small shark will take off when it hears us splashing around. To be 
honest, I don’t see much risk in swimming in the canals or in most of the 
Broadwater. But that doesn’t mean I do it. I still share that irrational fear 
of sharks, even though I know the risk is minimal. Waterskiers, I feel, are 
completely safe from sharks, and are in much more danger from boats, 
including their own.
 The land locked lakes are much more interesting. According 
to www.goldcoastaustralia.com/gold-coast-shark-attacks.html there have 
only been 5 fatal shark attacks on the Gold Coast from 1905 to 2012, 
two of which were in December 2002 and February 2003. Surprisingly 
these were in Miami Lake and Burleigh Lake. The general opinion is 
that the sharks get into the lakes when they are small, but then cannot 
find their way out. As a result they stay in the lake getting larger all the 
time. Anyone who fishes in these small lakes knows that big fish can be 
caught there, but most know that the fish are not always healthy. The 
food is not there to supply large predators so they develop different 
strategies to survive. The Burleigh Lake shark measured about 2 metres.
 Those statistics are interesting, but if you look further you get 
an idea of the risks of a fatal shark attack.
 Last year there were 8 recorded shark fatalities – 
WORLDWIDE!!
 In Australia there have been 216 fatal shark attacks since 
records began in 1791. Less than one a year.
The risks of an attack are higher of course. From 1791 to 2012 there 
have been 877 recorded attacks in Australia. Around 3 a year. These 
figures come from www.australiangeographic.com.au/journal/shark-
attacks-in-australia-timeline.htm
 Now what causes a shark to attack? How do you avoid 
attacks? There are many theories, but here are a few thoughts.

in the Broadwater ?SHARKS
with Peter Holliday

 Sharks, like many marine animals, are mainly nocturnal 
feeders. Avoid swimming at night, but more importantly avoid 
swimming at dawn and dusk.
 Avoid entering the water where schools of fish gather. Sharks 
attack large schools indiscriminately and they may take a bite out of you 
by accident. Don’t worry, they will usually spit that piece of meat out. 
We don’t taste good. 
 Avoid murky, discoloured water. Sharks have a good sense of 
smell and are excellent at sensing vibrations in the water. Again, they 
might bite by accident or out of curiosity.
 Don’t swim where people clean fish or other animals. The 
blood and guts in the water act as a burley or chum and attract sharks to 
feed from a long way off.
 Anything can act as a burley. When working on charter boats 
we have often seen sharks following the line of a scent in the water for 
hundreds of metres. Trawler deckhands will tell the same story. Sharks 
are lured by that smell of blood and guts.
 One scent line that they will follow is human urine. It is a 
different smell in the water and a shark can detect it from long distances. 
They will follow that scent line until they find that surfer who has 
urinated in his or her wetsuit and will sometimes take a small taste of 
surfboard or wetsuit covered leg out of curiosity.
 The bottom line is that you have about as much chance of 
being killed by lightning (about 5 a year)  than a shark, but for me that 
irrational fear will always be there.
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T          THE DAILY DIARY
                If your interested to see and read about the daily jobs 
done by our crews then the best and most up-to-date way is to 
visit us on facebook, by going to VMRSouthport website and 
clicking on this icon

then you’ll be able to view all the posts (stories & photos) and 
comments made by other facebook members. 
Remember that if you wish to post your own Comments, Likes 
or Share you’ll first need to start a free facebook account.

 
Visit -   https://www.facebook.com/help/103763583048280

However you can visit VMR’s facebook page anytime if you 
just wish to read and view the most current happenings on our 
waterways.  ...  ...  Check It Out
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Situated on South Stradbroke Island, a 15 minute ferry ride from 
Runaway Bay Marina, the resort offers an 102 berth Marina, stunning 

lap pool and wading pool, Studio and 1 Bedroom accommodation with 
Lagoon or Marina views, exciting dining options, swimming pools and 
recreational facilities.  The resort has a sports centre with tennis courts, 
volley ball court, basketball court, gymnasium, running track, kids club, 
indoor cricket, games centre, put putt golf, nature walk and cycling 
tracks.
 Just 2km from the hub of the resort is a deliberately soft 
footprint on one of the world’s largest sand islands adjoined by pristine 
white sandy beaches.  Immediately east of this area is the rainforest 
filled with Australian wildlife, flora and fauna and further east again is 
bushland in which the Eco Lodges have been developed.
 RCCIR has many types of native bushland including 
mangrove swamp, rainforest, Melaleuca wetlands, eucalypt woodlands 
and coastal protected sand dunes.  This supports a diversity of wildlife.   
 On the lawns of the resort, and in nearby bushland and 
sometimes on the sprint track, you will find Agile Wallabies and the 
Golden Swamp Wallaby.  Reptiles include; 6 species of turtles and 17 
species of lizards.  The largest lizard on the island, the Lace Monitor or 
Goanna can be found in bushland and up trees.   

 From June through to October, you may also catch a glimpse 
of the majestic Humpback Whales migrating north to breed.  The rich 
diversity of habitats on the island also supports over 205 species of 
birds.  
 The resort is where your perfect escape awaits you. From 
couples to families, nature enthusiasts to conference and event 
organisers, this island resort promises a unique natural getaway with 
endless possibilities.    The pristine, peaceful paradise enveloping 
Ramada Couran Cove Island Resort is an exceptional setting for special 
wedding ceremonies, amazing honeymoons and renewing of vows in the 
Mango Chapel.
 Boaties and locals are always welcome.  RCCIR is a 
spectacular spot to anchor, particularly as the marina is protected and 
offers a safe environment.
 Future plans include the expansion of the existing conference 
facilities and additional 198 Villas, resort pool and up to 12 exclusive 6 
star villas with private infinity pools. 
 Special Introductory rates are available via the website; www.
ramadacourancove.com or by calling reservations on (07) 97 9999
Finally, a Gold Coast destination with a difference - nature and culture 
blend harmoniously together to create a truly Australian-styled resort.

Ramada Couran Cove Island Resort 
with Mechelle Buxton                                                                                                                                           
Marketing, Communications & PR Manager  

is now open
Ramada Couran Cove Island Resort is now open. 

A massive refurbishment program has been underway with a Grand Opening scheduled in October, 2013.
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VMR Southport had no doubt that an Emergency Service Medal 
should be awarded to our nominee, Life Member and Senior 

Skipper, Greg Turner, and we are proud to confirm that such an honour 
was granted during the recent Queen’s Birthday  awards.
 In every way Greg met the criteria and it was just a case of 
filling the gaps with examples of his expertise and experience in his over 
30 years of service!
  Readers of the Vsheet over the years will recognise the name 
Greg Turner from numerous and varied articles providing interest, 
knowledge and safety for members of VMR Southport.
 Greg Turner joined Air Sea Rescue Southport-Surfers 
Paradise (now VMR Southport) in August 1980 and, at the age of 
18, was the youngest person to ever be awarded the rank of Skipper 
within the squadron.  Due to his natural seamanship abilities and 
leadership qualities, Greg quickly went on to achieve the rank of 
Skipper in 1983, followed up by becoming a Duty Skipper in 1984 
and Senior Skipper in 1988.  Supporting his volunteer rankings, 
Greg also holds a commercial Master Class 4 marine qualification.
 From 1987 to 1992, Greg undertook the role of Senior 
Rescue Coordinator, responsible for the coordinator of search and 
rescue responses.  
 Over his years with ASR/VMR, Greg has participated in 
many marine rescue incidents including:
   *Draggin II trawler capsize at Jumpinpin Bar (circ. 1986)
   *Skipper of the ASR rescue vessel in the Pancakes Hot Air Balloon 
rescue in 1990
   *on-scene assistance and recovery following the horrific crash of a 
Seaworld helicopter on South Stradbroke Island in 1991
   *Co-ordinating and participating in many searches for missing 
persons and/or overdue vessels, medical transfers and first aid jobs 
and responding to vessel incidents, including fires. 
 Greg imparts his knowledge and expertise to all 
members of VMR Southport, including new recruits, skippers 
and the Management Committee.  He regularly assists in incident 
investigations and mentoring programs.  He willingly provides 
guidance, leadership and training to members and uses his training 
and assessment competencies to develop and maintain active crew 
members’ abilities and skills.
 

 In 1991, Greg was awarded a Life Membership for his 
services to Air Sea Rescue Southport-Surfers Paradise.  In addition, 
to acknowledge his dedicated service to the organisation, in October 
2010, VMR Southport hosted a function honouring Greg’s 30 years 
of active service. 
 Greg Turner has been at the forefront in the development 
and administration of training programs of Volunteer Marine 
Rescue.  On paper, he holds adequate qualifications to train and 
assess volunteers, but it is his practical experience and overview of 
the skill levels of all volunteers in the organisation that distinguishes 
him. 
 Greg’s experience also allows him to identify if a deficiency 
exists in a particular skill level within the organisation.  He has 
the foresight to look at the organisation as a whole and identify 
what training needs to be coordinated for the volunteers to shine 
in both emergent and non emergent situations.  In this respect 
alone, he shows outstanding leadership in the encouragement and 
development of others to further the aims of the emergency service 
to the benefit of the community.  
 Finally, Greg is also involved each year with an event 
called the “Gold Coast High School Marine Olympics” and a 
biannual event called “Marine Safety days” through Maritime 
Safety Queensland.  
 Greg has demonstrated his commitment to marine safety, 
and further displays his distinguished service as a valued member of 
the Volunteer Marine Rescue organisation.

Emergency Services Medal recognises distinguished service by members 
of emergency services across Australia, and people who are involved in 

emergency management, training or education.
 State emergency services and voluntary emergency organisations are 
eligible for the award.

About the award
Along with the Ambulance Service Medal, the Emergency Services Medal was 
introduced into the Australian system of honours in 1999.
 Announcing the awards, the Prime Minister the Hon. John Howard 
said, ‘The status of the awards will be reflected in their placement in the order of 
precedence of Australian honours and awards together with other civilian awards 
recognising distinguished and meritorious service.
 The Emergency Services Medal was established on 7 July 1999 by 
Letters Patent.

How it is awarded
 The Governor-General awards the Emergency Services Medal on the 
recommendation of the responsible Commonwealth, state and territory Ministers.
 The medal may be awarded regardless of whether the person is 
eligible for any other award because of the service.  However, a person which 
is already a holder of the medal is not eligible for another award of the medal.
 Each Australian emergency service organisation may award:
◊	 one medal for every 1000 full-time members, or  part of 1000,  
 full-time members in every calendar year
◊	 one medal for every 5000, or part of 5000 part-time,   

 volunteer or auxiliary members
 One medal may be awarded in a calender year for the Australian 
Capital Territory. One medal may be awarded in a calender year for the 
Northern Territory and one medal may be awarded in a calender year for all 
external Territories
 Awards are announced on Australia Day (January
26) and the Queen’s Birthday (June) each year.

Medal design
 The central motif of 
the Emergency Services Medal is 
a raised equilateral triangle with 
bevelled edges. This is bordered 
by stylised sprays of wattle.
 The centre of the 
triangle features a raised 
impression of the Federation Star 
that is surrounded by twenty-four 
balls. The balls represent the 
twenty- four hours per day the Emergency Service is available to the community.
 The back of the medal has the inscription ‘FOR DISTINGUISHED 
SERVICE’. The medal is silver and bronze colouring.

Medal ribbon
The 32 millimetre-wide ribbon features a centre band of   an  orange  and  white  
checkerboard  pattern, flanked on each outer edge by a royal blue band.

The central motif of the 
Emergency Services Medal 
is a raised equilateral 
triangle with bevelled 
edges. This is bordered by 
stylised sprays of wattle.

Emergency Services Medal

Life Member Greg Turner 

receives     Emergency   
Services Medal
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 The enhancements made to engine and design technology have 
catapulted today’s PWC into one of the most environmentally-friendly 
motorised recreational vessels on the water. Yes, today’s PWCs are 
becoming more technologically advanced by the day, and these features 
drastically enhance the ride experience and make them safer to use.
 Sea-Doos have built a collection of world-first technologies 
known as the iControl system. This completely new technology is 
intended to make these PWCs not only safer and more user-friendly, but 
also transform them into ultimate performers via controls never before 
seen in PWCs. 
 The iControl system has four distinct and world-first systems: 
Intelligent Brake Reverse (IBR), Intelligent Suspension (IS)/Adjustable 
Suspension (AS), Intelligent Throttle Control (ITC) and the S3 Hull. 
Let’s have a closer look at these technological features that can be found 
on Sea-Doo personal watercrafts today.

INTELLIGENT BRAKE REVERSE 
 Sea-Doo Intelligent Brake and Reverse (iBR) is the world’s 
only on-water brake. The brake lever is located on the left side of the 
handlebar. If the watercraft is moving forward, squeeze the brake lever 
to slow down. If it is stopped, squeeze the lever and the watercraft will 
go in reverse. Because the throttle and brake controls are easy to reach, 
you will never have to take your hands off the handlebar.  The system 
is so intelligent that it automatically adjusts the required amount of 
braking power depending on the current speed. It adjusts the power 
output several times before coming to rest in a fully stopped position. 
The system works because it uses an electronic throttle control and 
a strong reverse cup built into the hull, rather than the jet unit. This 
is electronically controlled using information from the GPS-actuated 
speedo.
 The IBR  gives the rider the ability to stop up to 30 metres 
sooner than with any other personal watercraft, which gives back control 
to the rider and increases the safety level on the water. Add to that the 
fact your Sea-Doo watercraft starts in neutral – the result is a safer, more 
intuitive ride and effortless docking. The level of safety attainable with 
the IBR system is nothing short of spectacular and BRP are bound to win 
many accolades for deploying it. 
 

INTELLIGENT THROTTLE CONTROL 
 With fly-by-wire now becoming the norm in today’s larger 
marine engines, it was simply a matter of time before digital-throttle 
systems were adopted by the PWC industry. Sea-Doo is again the first 
to execute it. In fact, it is in the PWC industry that the ITC system 
demonstrates its usefulness. The digital throttle allows the craft to 
incorporate gear controls into the handlebars, instead of having a 
separate gear lever mounted on the PWC’s body.  
 The ITC system also allows the engine to start in neutral so 
the engine runs without propelling the craft forward giving the rider 
safer starts and easy manoeuvrability. With the touch of a button on the 
handlebar throttle control, forward gear is instantly engaged. Touching 
the brake lever engages neutral again and holding the brake lever while 
touching the throttle engages reverse gear. 
ITC also means an easy-to-use and accurate cruise-control system 
can be implemented onboard the ski, using the GPS-activated speedo 
for pinpoint accuracy. The ITC system is a pleasure to use and other 
manufacturers should aspire to attain a comparable level of precision 
control. 

INTELLIGENT SUSPENSION & ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION 
 Incredibly simple yet extremely effective is the full-suspension 
system. Using a separate floating hull within a hull, the whole top deck 
is controlled electronically by a set of buttons, again on the portside 
handlebar. The system uses three separate settings: auto, controlled by 
the weight placed on the craft’s seat; manual, allowing the driver to 
manually control the hard/soft setting of the seat using the buttons on the 
helm; and the docking position, which is the lowest possible setting and 
which is down low with no suspension, providing the lowest centre of 
gravity. 
 When the craft is turned on and with the IS on auto, the top 
deck automatically rises a full six inches to its highest point. The weight 
will then drop the seat down once a person sits, and the system then 
adjusts itself automatically. Different crafts have distinct settings to suit 
their individual needs. For example the GTX model uses a softer setting 
for luxury use while the RXT model uses a harder setting for sport users. 
The system works extremely well in choppy conditions. The workings 
of the suspension are clearly demonstrated and the difference is apparent 
after jumping off a standard PWC and straight onto the IS system. 

S3 HULL 
 The stepped S3 Hull is once more a first in the PWC industry, 
designed to reduce drag and improve handling and top-end speed. The 
stepped hull has been used in many different variations over the past 
few decades and has proven to be a huge success in the performance-
boat world. It has been fitted to boats like Fountain, Baja and Scarab 
and has won numerous accolades and trophies. The basic theory behind 
a stepped hull is that the step introduces air onto the hull, creating less 
drag and resulting in better and faster performance. This also allows the 
PWC to turn tighter, meaning a more exciting ride.  
 The S3 hull is built using ribbed construction for strength, yet 
it is incredibly light. This means better fuel efficiency as well as better 
handling. The ribbed construction allows for a more rigid structure and a 
stronger platform that is more resistant to impact. The hull is both longer 
and wider than existing hulls and is an estimated seven inches longer 
than existing Sea-Doo watercraft. (Available on the RXT, GTX and 
WAKE Pro models). 
 These features are just some of the latest technologies and 
innovations in use in the PWC market today. Since its introduction, Sea-
Doo’s on-water braking system has been considered a radical revolution 
and significant advancement in watercraft design and boating safety. The 
iBR system has been recognised by the U.S Coast Guard as well as the 
NMMA (National Marine Manufacturers Association) for innovation 
and improving boat safety.
 At Sea-Doo, every advancement is always intended to 
help you and your family enjoy a better time on the water. For 
more information have a look at www.jswpowersports.com.au JSW 
Powersports is located on 3 Ereton Drive in Arundel. Open 7 days. Ph: 
(07) 5529 2616.

NEW TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION 
IN PERSONAL WATERCRAFTS

with Lina Heldon 
JSW Powersports

In an effort to meet consumer demands, personal watercraft have 
evolved from the single-person stand-up vessels of years gone by 

to innovative, multi-passenger family boats offering state-of-the-art 
features and functions. 

intellegent brake reverse in action
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Background 
All personal watercraft (PWC) operating at night or in 
restricted visibility must show navigation lights. PWC 
operating in Queensland waters must be equipped with 
the appropriate lights as per the Collision Regulations 
(Colregs).   

Installation
Navigation lights must be installed in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Navigation lights should 
be mounted so as to minimize damage by contact with 
other objects under normal operating conditions, for 
example, lights mounted on the topsides of smaller craft 
can be damaged when coming alongside a wharf or 
pontoon. 

A mast for an all round white light on a PWC should be 
installed in such a way it will not pose an impaling 
hazard. An option to reduce this risk would be a heavy 
duty spring mounted base. The addition of any after 
market products to a PWC must be in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions and must not 
compromise the watertight integrity of the hull.  

Lights
An all-round white light shows over a nominal arc of the 
horizon of 360°. The light fitting must be located at least 
one metre above the sidelights; and should as far as 
practicable, be on the centreline of the boat. As a 
general rule, an all round white light should not be 
obscured by masts or other structures by more than 6° 
of arc. 

PWC’s need to have a port (red) and a starboard 
(green) side light each showing an unbroken light over 
an arc of the horizon of 112.5°. If the design of the boat 
allows, a combination port and starboard light unit can 

be mounted on the centreline of the boat, in place of 
two individual side lights. 

Further information on the installation and alignment of 
this equipment can be found on the Maritime Safety 
Queensland website (www.msq.qld.gov.au).

Information
For further information about this Marine Information 
Bulletin, email msqmail@msq.qld.gov.au.

Other Marine Information Bulletins covering various 
topics relating to the safe operation of vessels can be 
obtained from Maritime Safety Queensland's website 
www.msq.qld.gov.au and from the following Maritime 
Safety Queensland regional offices: 

Airlie Beach (07) 4946 2200 
Bundaberg (07) 4131 8500 
Cairns (07) 4052 7400 
Gladstone (07) 4973 1200 
Hervey Bay (07) 4194 9600 
Mackay (07) 4944 3700 
Mooloolaba (07) 5477 8425 
Pinkenba (07) 3860 3500 
Southport (07) 5539 7300 
Townsville (07) 4726 3400 
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the appropriate lights as per the Collision Regulations 
(Colregs).   

Installation
Navigation lights must be installed in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Navigation lights should 
be mounted so as to minimize damage by contact with 
other objects under normal operating conditions, for 
example, lights mounted on the topsides of smaller craft 
can be damaged when coming alongside a wharf or 
pontoon. 

A mast for an all round white light on a PWC should be 
installed in such a way it will not pose an impaling 
hazard. An option to reduce this risk would be a heavy 
duty spring mounted base. The addition of any after 
market products to a PWC must be in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions and must not 
compromise the watertight integrity of the hull.  

Lights
An all-round white light shows over a nominal arc of the 
horizon of 360°. The light fitting must be located at least 
one metre above the sidelights; and should as far as 
practicable, be on the centreline of the boat. As a 
general rule, an all round white light should not be 
obscured by masts or other structures by more than 6° 
of arc. 

PWC’s need to have a port (red) and a starboard 
(green) side light each showing an unbroken light over 
an arc of the horizon of 112.5°. If the design of the boat 
allows, a combination port and starboard light unit can 

be mounted on the centreline of the boat, in place of 
two individual side lights. 

Further information on the installation and alignment of 
this equipment can be found on the Maritime Safety 
Queensland website (www.msq.qld.gov.au).

Information
For further information about this Marine Information 
Bulletin, email msqmail@msq.qld.gov.au.

Other Marine Information Bulletins covering various 
topics relating to the safe operation of vessels can be 
obtained from Maritime Safety Queensland's website 
www.msq.qld.gov.au and from the following Maritime 
Safety Queensland regional offices: 

Airlie Beach (07) 4946 2200 
Bundaberg (07) 4131 8500 
Cairns (07) 4052 7400 
Gladstone (07) 4973 1200 
Hervey Bay (07) 4194 9600 
Mackay (07) 4944 3700 
Mooloolaba (07) 5477 8425 
Pinkenba (07) 3860 3500 
Southport (07) 5539 7300 
Townsville (07) 4726 3400 
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